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Abstract: The blasting operation is an integral part of mines, and it is still being used as the most 

economical tool to fragment and displace rock mass. Appropriate blast optimization alleviates 

undesirable side effects, such as ground vibration, air blasts and flyrock, and it and enhances rock 

fragmentation. Blast optimization can also be effective in reducing the overall mining cost. One way 

of reducing blasting side effects is to use deck charges instead of continuous ones. The location of 

the deck(s) is still considered an unanswered question for many researchers. In this study, an 

investigation was carried out to find an appropriate air deck position(s) within the blast hole. For this, 

air decks were placed at three different positions (top, middle and bottom) within a blast hole at 

Cheshmeh-Parvar gypsum and Chah-Gaz iron ore mines to understand and evaluate air deck location 

impact on blast fragmentation and blast nuisances. The results were compared based on the existing 

blasting practices at both mines, as well as the air-deck blasting results. The results obtained from the 

blasting were very satisfactory; it was found that charging with a top air deck, as compared to current 

blasting practices, causes a decrement in the specific charge, as well as a decrement of 38% in the 

back break and 50% in flyrock; the average size of fragments obtained from blasting was increased 

by 26%. Thus, it can be said that the top air deck is more advantageous than the bottom air deck in 

terms of reducing undesired blasting consequences. 
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1. Introduction 

A huge amount of energy is generated by the explosive detonation in a blast hole, using high 

temperature and pressure to fragment and displace the rock mass. Studies have shown that only a 

part of this energy is used for the genuine fragmentation and displacement of the rock mass; the rest 

is transferred to the surroundings and creates a number of undesirable blast nuisances, i.e., blast 

vibration, back break, air blasts, flyrock, noise, etc. [1–5]. Controlling and reducing the blast induces 

side effects that will result in two general outcomes: reducing the damage to the remaining rock and 

consuming a larger fraction of blast energy to fragment the rock mass. Most of the surface mines 

face such types of blasting problems. Therefore, there is a need for  action to minimize and control 

the blast undesired events without neglecting safety and stability. It is also required to minimize 

improper fragmentation, which is mostly the main objective of the blasting operation. Moreover, the 

production blasting costs should be kept in mind to ensure the feasibility of the operation. Normally, 

the controllable blast design parameters are optimized to minimize the explosive cost. Air decking, a 

branch of deck charging, is currently being implemented for better utilization of explosive energy. 

This technique has been used in many open-pit mines to decrease explosive consumption while 

maintaining the required fragmentation [6–18]. With this technique, one or two air gaps are 

fabricated in the charge column. In this way, explosive energy will effectively be transferred to the 

rock mass, causing more uniform rock fragments. It also lessens excessive crushing in the close 

vicinity of the charge. Air-deck blasting was first successfully practiced in 1893 [11]. The main 

advantage of air decking is to produce dynamic oscillations of strain waves, which are influential in 

better rock fragmentation. The various merits of air decking have garnered attention from researchers 

who want to employ it to diminish the blasting of unwanted and hazardous events, i.e., ground 

vibration, air blasts, toe-related problems, flyrock [4,8–10]. Air decks have been used in blasting 

operations to improve fragmentation by amplifying the induced fracturing, which has a significant 

economic effect on subsequent size reduction processes [16–23]. 

Hayat and Tariq [24] attempted to convince the mining industry of Pakistan to utilize air deck 

charging, but they failed due to some unjustified decisions in their research. In another study 

performed by Saqib et al., two different series of blasting experiments were practiced on concrete 

blocks, one for determining the proper position of the air gaps, and the other for finding out the 

suitable length of the air deck [13]. The position of the charge within the blast hole plays an 

important role in achieving optimal blasting results and reducing blast damage [25]. Shin et al. 

successfully used multiple deck blasts with electronic detonators to decrease vibration level, improve 

construction performance and reduce construction time in a shaft sinking project [15]. Zhang et al. 

experimentally studied the effects of the structures of decoupled charges and filler materials on the 

blasting results in physical models. They concluded that the decoupling coefficient and type and 

nature of the filling medium are enormously influential in the blasting outcomes [17]. Zuo et al. 

investigated the blast-induced fracture characteristics for iron ore samples by using a deck charging 

technique. They found that an optimal decoupling coefficient range should be implemented for two 

reasons, i.e., to prevent the creation of unwanted transgranular fractures at the crack surface and 

excessive fragmentation. The former corresponds to small decoupling coefficients, while the latter is 

related to very large decoupling coefficients [20]. Jang et al. studied the effects of a water deck on 

rock blasting. It is well-known fact that the presence of water in blast holes can be hazardous when 

performing blasting operations. However, they tried to isolate the water at the hole bottom and 
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separated it from the explosive column. In this way, they altered the harmful effect of water into a 

beneficial one [18]. In another research study, Yin et al. found that adding air deck in the middle of a 

blast hole yields better efficiency. They also concluded that the application of deck charging 

equalizes the gas pressure throughout the hole length and increases the time for the rock to be 

fragmented [21]. A technique for smooth blasting was introduced by Ma et al. for the purpose of 

excavating a tunnel in a competent rock [22]. With this technique, using a critical distance strategy, 

the distribution of explosives in the conventional deck charging system was changed, resulting in 

production cost reduction, operation process simplification, production efficiency improvement, etc. 

Zhang et al., utilized deck charging in an open-pit mine to reduce blast complaints in the nearby 

residential area [19]. They expressed that applying this method is completely justified from technical 

and economic points of view. Sazid and Singh explained the air-deck blasting mechanism, 

emphasizing numerical modeling employment for a better understanding of the technique [23]. 

When detonation is carried out with a continuous charge in a blast hole, the initial detonation 

pressure is many times greater than the strength of the rock. Due to the propagation of a strong shock 

wave through the surrounding rock, excessive crushing is near the blast hole. Surface mine depths 

are increasing day by day. Some of the mines are operating at a very marginal profit due to the 

exhaustion of high-grade minerals. Effective and efficient explosive energy utilization is very crucial 

to make such mines profitable without affecting rock fragmentation. So, it is crucial to decrease the 

blast hole explosive charge and replace it with decking.  

To diminish the environmental impacts and sustain the required fragment sizes, air-deck 

blasting has been applied for the past few decades. Air decking is nothing but creating an empty 

space in a blast hole. The location of the air deck could be at the bottom, middle or top of the charge 

column. Depending on the surrounding rock conditions, a solid or water deck may also be positioned 

in a blast hole to decrease the explosive charge. Sometimes, a part of the charge is left without any 

solid or liquid substance and only air decking is used. Though a number of studies have been carried 

out by various researchers related to air decking, its location impacts on rock fragmentation and blast 

nuisances have not been studied in detail.  

Therefore, in this study, an attempt was made to study the viability of an air deck in blasting 

operations to find its appropriate location within a blast hole and thus minimize the blast nuisances 

and enhance the fragmentation.  

2. Blasting using an air deck 

An air deck encompasses the use of one or more airborne gaps within a column charge to 

optimize fragmentation and reduce specific charges and blast nuisances. The application of this 

technique has led to revolutionary changes in the field of blasting. The benefits of this technique 

have a long history, originating in 1891. Jimeno [26] mentioned that Saunders was the first to invent 

this technique in Germany in 1891. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a blast hole and the air deck position at the top of the 

hole [27]. 
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Figure 1. Position of the air deck inside the blast hole [27]. 

A number of researchers have done extensive research on air decking applications in their 

experiments. Melnikov and Marchenko concluded in their experiments that the use of an air deck 

reduced the explosive charge by 10 to 30%, and fragmentation was also improved [28]. Bussey and 

Borg used an air deck in a pre-flash bombing; it reduced stamp costs by 25% and blast costs by 50% 

[29]. Rowlands concluded that the use of an air deck would save 15 to 20% in terms of explosive 

quantity, without compromising the blast results [6]. Mead et al. used an air deck in their 

experiments to reduce explosives by 15 to 35%; they achieved better results without any adverse side 

effects [7]. Jhanwar et al. conducted experiments using air decking and found that this method 

improved fragmentation and reduced the explosive column charge by 10 to 35%. They concluded 

that the use of air decking would control flyrock and back breaking [8].  

Chiappetta has claimed that, by creating an air deck inside the column charge, the amount of 

extra drilling can be reduced or eliminated, 33% of the ground vibration and 16 to 25% of the 

explosive consumption can be reduced and fragmentation can be increased by 25% [27]. 

3. Blast mechanism when using an air deck 

Melnikov was the first to describe the blasting mechanism in an air-to-air manner and stated 

that the available free space would re-expand the explosive energy within the hole [26,28]. Melnikov 

assumed that the existing air deck acts as a reflection of the waves inside the blast hole [9,28].  

Melnikov’s assumption can be expressed more precisely, that is, when the detonation of an 

explosive charge takes place within a blast hole, compression waves generate. When this 

compressional wave encounters a discontinuity or a common interface between two different 

materials (both stone, or one stone and the other air), part of the compressional wave energy is 

reflected (ER) and partly transmitted to the next material (ET) [26,28]. 

The type of waves reflected or transmitted to another medium is largely dependent on the 

impedance of the materials in the two environments (Eq 1). The rock impedance shows the reflection 

and refractive index of the waves in different materials; it also expresses the energy transferability of 

the rock in mathematical form. The reflected energy (Eq 2) and the dispersed energy (Eq 3) at the 

interface of two different materials are as follows [30]. 
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 (1) 

 
(2) 

 
(3) 

where 

: Impedance of the environment (kg/m2·s) 

: Density of the environment (kg/m3) 

: Rock wave velocity (m/s) 

: Energy factor reflected from the interface of two substances 

: Energy coefficient for passing through the interface of two materials 

: Impedance of the first environment (kg/m3·s) 

: Impedance of the second environment (kg/m3·s) 

The term (I2 − I1) specifies the type of reflected wave. If (I2 − I1) is negative, it is a type of 

tensile wave; otherwise it is compressive. If I2 > I1, some of the energy is reflected and some of the 

interconnected interfaces pass through the environment, and both are of a type of compression. If  

I2 = I1, all energy will be pressurized into the second medium and there will be no reflection of 

energy. If I2 < I1, some energy passes through the tensile force and part of the tensile energy. The 

most severe condition is I1 / I2 = ∞; in which case, all of the compressional waves are returned to the 

tidal range after a collision with the second medium [26]. This model is the same as that for an air 

deck because the air density is zero and, thus, the air impedance (I2) is zero. The available space 

reduces the initial pressure of the hole and instead allows pressure waves to last longer on the rock. 

This method reduces the energy loss of the explosive during the extraction of stones while also 

transferring the remaining energy to break the rock [30]. 

In other experiments conducted by Melnikov et al, the average velocity of the waves was caused 

by the detonation of a continuous charge (Figure 2) and there was a cost associated with air 

breakdown (Figure 3). By observing the following images, it can be seen that the continuous load, 

i.e., the load pressure applied in one step when using the spacing in the charge column, generates 

secondary pulses to stimulate the expansion of the gases within the blast hole [10]. 
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Figure 2. Average velocity of the waves caused by the detonation of a continuous charge [10]. 

 

Figure 3. Average velocity of the waves due to detonation with an air deck [10]. 

4. Air Deck Position Inside the Blast Hole 

The air decking position is another important issue on which researchers do not have a strong 

consensus, and different researchers suggest a different location based on their experience [29]. In 

general, aerial decking can be positioned at three different points from the top: 

1. Bottom of the charge column and above the ground (Figure 4a); 

2. Middle of the charge column (Figure 4b); 

3. The exercise above the column charge and below the stemming (Figure 4c) [29]. 
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Figure 4. Different positions for air decking within the blast hole. 

Mead et al. concluded that the air deck between the charge and the higher or lower types had a 

greater effect on fragmentation (Figure 5) [7]. 

 

Figure 5. Effect of air deck position on the size of the fragments [7]. 

Saqib et al. carried out a number of explosive tests on concrete blocks and simulated real-life 

detonation conditions on a small scale. He concluded that the insertion of an air deck in the middle of 

the charge generates smaller rock fragments, and that the insertion of an air deck nearby to the 

stemming or ground produces coarse fragments (Figure 6) [13]. 
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Figure 6. Fragment size comparison for different air deck positions in the blast hole [13]. 

Lu and Hustrulid mentioned that it would be more beneficial to place the air deck on top of the 

charge column because, in this case, the explosive energy will be able to expand into the air deck 

created above the column and exert condensed but prolonged stress in the collar zone of the blast 

hole [14]. 

5. Case studies  

In this study, air-deck blasts were carried out at two different open-pit mines, i.e.,  

Cheshmeh-Parvar Gypsum mine and Chah-Gaz iron ore mine. The first mine is located in the east of 

Tehran, whereas the second mine is situated in central Iran in the Bafgh-Saghand formation.  

The two studied mines are exposed in the metasomatite metamorphic rock belt from the 

intrusive mass; it is a combination of diorite, andesite and porphyry basalt. The outcrop of 

sedimentary-volcanic rocks attributed to Infra-Cambrian has provided suitable conditions for the 

formation of mineral reserves in the area. In addition, severe crushing and the presence of voids in 

the sedimentary-volcanic host rock facilitate the transport and migration of ore fluids; these are the 

main factors in the formation of reserves. 

The purpose of the test blasting in these mines was to investigate the effects of air decking and 

its location on the blast results. For this purpose, eight different blasts were conducted in the first 

mine, and a single try was considered for the second mine. In Case 1, two blasts were performed 

conventionally (i.e., without insertion of an air deck inside the column charge), and in three cases, air 

decking was used at the top of the charge; the remaining three blasts were done with air decking at 

the bottom of the charge. The charging patterns of the blast holes with top and bottom air decks are 

shown in Figure 7. All of these eight experiments were carried out at the same location with the same 

blast design parameters to maintain the same geological characteristics of the rock mass (Table 1).  
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Figure 7. Blast locations associated with air decking in the Cheshmeh-Parvar mine (Case 

1). (A: Bottom air decking, B: Top air decking). 

Table 1. Blast design parameters for the Cheshmeh-Parvar mine. 

Design Parameters Normal Blasting Blasting with Air Deck 

Hole Length (m) 7 7 

Hole Diameter (in) 3 3 

Burden (m) 2.7 2.7 

Spacing (m) 3 3 

Explosive Charge Length (m) 5.9 4.9 

Stemming Length( m) 1.1 1.1 

Subdrilling Length (m) 0 0 

Power Decking Length (m) 0 1 

Filling Length (m) 7 6 

As shown in Table 1, the amount of explosives consumed is reduced per meter of air deck 

length by using the top airdeck method. 

In the Chah-Gaz mine (Case 2), to compare the explosion with and without an airdeck, the 

explosive block was divided into two parts. In this way, half of the blast holes were charged with an 

air deck and the other half were normal (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Blasting site in Chah-Gaz mine. 
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The blast holes were drilled in four rows with block dimensions of 68 m, 18 m and 10 m for 

length, width and height, respectively. For the holes with bottom air decks, a 1-m sub-drilling, which 

is done for normal blast holes, was totally omitted. A considerable cost related to the drilling and 

charging of sub-drilling was reduced from the total costs with the omission of sub-drilling. 

The blast design parameters commonly used in mine case 2 are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Blast design parameters of Chah-Gaz iron ore mine. 

Design Parameters Normal Blasting Blasting With Power Deck 

Hole Length (m) 10 10 

Hole Diameter (Inch) 4.5 4.5 

Burden (m) 4 4 

Spacing (m) 5 5 

Explosive Charge Length (m) 8.25 7.5 

Stemming Length (m) 2.75 2.5 

Sub-drilling Length (m) 1 0 

Power Decking Length (m) 0 1 

Filling Length (m) 11 9 

As can be seen in Table 2, sub-drilling has been eliminated in the blast with a bottom air deck, 

which reduces drilling in the blast using an air deck, as well as the amount of explosive consumed. 

For Case 1, which involved a PVC tube with a length of 1 m and diameter of 5.6 cm, was used 

to create the air deck (Figure 9), whereas, in Case 2, a 2.5-cm diameter PVC pipe 85 cm in length 

with a flexible basket attached to the top of it was used to create the air deck. This assemblage was 

easy to insert into the blast holes. The basket, which was filled with a small amount of inert (non-

explosive) materials, helps the pipe to be positioned in the center of the blast hole (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 9. PVC pipe used to create an air deck. 
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Figure 10. Assemblage of PVC pipe and basket. 

6. Results obtained from the test experiments 

The results of both types of experimental blasts were evaluated in terms of the fragment size, 

flyrock, back break, air blast, ground vibration, muck pile profile and economical aspects. 

6.1. Fragmentation 

The main objective of the mine blasting is to achieve an appropriate fragmentation. 

Fragmentation quality has a vital role in the efficiency of a mineral processing plant, as well as the 

loading and hauling, and it can be an ultimate concern when reducing the total cost. 

To compare the fragments of the blasting of three conventional methods with the top and 

bottom air decks, the mean fragmentation size (MFS) parameter obtained via Eq 4 was used. 

     (4) 

To analyze the fragmentation size distribution for the blasting operation of Cases 1 and 2, the 

Kuz-Ram method was implemented using Split-Desktop software. To do so, several images were 

prepared from the blasted rocks at both locations of air decking and that without air decking. There 

are six steps for image processing using the applied software; they are depicted in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. Steps of image analysis using Split-Desktop software. 

After preparing the images, they are considered as input for the software program through 

which the boundaries of the fragments were marked for further actions. It is noted that, in the images, 

the blue color is considered a mask which is not incorporated into the calculations (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Sample of images related to the Split Desktop software. 

In Tables 3 and 4, the MFS for each blast is given. 

Table 3. Average size of rock fragments in the Cheshmeh-Parvar mine (Case 1). 

Mean Fragmentation Size (cm) Stemming Technique 

20.58 Without air decking 

19.46 Without air decking 

27 Top air decking 

28.5 Top air decking 

24 Top air decking 

28.2 Bottom air decking 

27.1 Bottom air decking 

25.5 Bottom air decking 

Table 4. Average size of rock fragments in the Chah-Gaz mine (Case 2). 

Mean Fragmentation Size (cm) Stemming Technique 

64.1 Without air decking 

17.3 Bottom air decking 

According to Table 3, for Case 1, the MFS obtained via conventional blasting was 20.22 cm, 

while that for the top and bottom air deck was 26.51 and 24.27 cm, respectively. As it is seen from 

this table, the application of the air deck increased the MFS, which is important for the loading and 

hauling equipment efficiency on one hand, and the primary crusher performance on another hand. 

Unlike Case 1, a conflicting result can be seen in Case 2, where the MFS was drastically reduced 

from 64.10 to 17.30 cm. It is noted that, in the Chah-Gaz mine, there was a toe-related problem in the 

currently practiced blasting operation, and as a well-known fact of multi-row blasting, when the 

creation of a toe exists, especially in the front rows, there is a chance of poor fragmentation, which is 

concurrent to boulder production, which in turn increases the MFS. 
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6.2. Flyrock  

An unwanted throw of the rock fragments in a blasting operation is called flyrock [31]. Massey 

and Siu mentioned that the existence of loose rock can also affect flyrock intensity [32]. Gustavsson, 

suggested that flyrock is in a direct relationship with the specific charge [33]. The amount of 

observed flyrock for Case 1 is shown in Table 5. According to this table, the average flyrock distance 

in conventional blasting is approximately 25 m. Whereas, in the operations associated with the top 

and bottom air decks, the average flyrock distance was about 10.33 and 16.66 m, respectively. The 

same trend of reducing flyrock was also observed in Case 2. 

Table 5. Flyrock distance for fragmented rock in the Cheshmeh-Parvar mine (Case 1). 

Flyrock (m) Stemming Technique 

26 Without air decking 

24 Without air decking 

11 Top air decking 

10 Top air decking 

10 Top air decking 

20 Bottom air decking 

18 Bottom air decking 

12 Bottom air decking 

6.3. Back break  

The back break is considered as the fractured rocks beyond the last row of the blast holes [34]. 

This phenomenon should be prevented while performing blasting operations in open-pit mines. Slope 

stability can be adversely affected by back breaks because of rock deterioration. The most influential 

factors in back break creation are an excessive burden, elongated stemming [35], inappropriate delay 

timing and a high number of blast hole rows [36]. The amounts of back breaks caused by eight trial 

blasting tests at the Cheshmeh-Parvar mine are shown in Table 6. As seen in Table 6, the application 

of deck charging has a significant role in reducing back breaks. Another important point in this 

regard is that the top air deck was more effective than the bottom air deck. 

The back break in Case 2 was also noticeable during normal blasting without deck charging 

(Figure 13). As is seen in this figure, cracks of up to 15 cm were created in the remaining pit wall. 

Also, Figure 13 shows that fragmented rocks were successfully displaced, that there was no sign of a 

back break when using the air deck method and that the remaining wall after the blasting operation 

was quite smooth, which is favorable for the next blast. 
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Figure 13. Back break in 3.5- and 4.5-in-diameter holes in the range without the air deck in Case 2. 

Table 6. Back break in Cheshmeh-Parvar the mine (Case 1). 

Back break (m) Stemming Technique 

2.3 Without air decking 

2.2 Without air decking 

0.9 Top air decking 

0.9 Top air decking 

1.1 Top air decking 

1.5 Bottom air decking 

2 Bottom air decking 

1.9 Bottom air decking 

 

Figure 14. Separation of rock mass from stair wall and smooth wall in blast zone with air 

deck in Case 2. 
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6.4. Air blast and ground vibration 

Explosions and some earthquakes produce very similar seismic signals [37].  Charge per delay is 

one of the most influential parameters for air blast and ground vibration intensity. According to the 

relevant literature, there is a basic relationship between peak particle velocity and charge per delay 

(Eq 4) [24]. 

PP           (5) 

where Q is the maximum charge per delay (kg), PPV is the peak particle velocity (m/s) and a is a 

constant with the first approximation of 0.8. 

In this study, it was obvious that, in Cases 1 and 2, the explosive consumption or charge per 

delay was reduced when using an air deck. Therefore, it can be concluded that the air blast and 

ground vibration would be lessened by using the air deck method. It is noted that this event was 

visible during the blasting operations for Cases 1 and 2. 

It should be noted that, in all the experiments, the type of explosive used was fixed and the aim 

was to investigate the effect of air deck positioning. The explosives included the main charge ANFO, 

with a density of 0.85 g/cm3 and velocity of detonation of 3700 m/s, emulsion cartridges were also 

used as a primer. 

6.5. Muck pile profile 

The muck pile profile is influential on the loading and haulage equipment performance. For 

instance, shovels can efficiently be used when the muck pile is higher [20]. One of the merits of air-

deck blasting is that it enables a higher muck. In Cases 1 and 2, a proper muck pile profile was 

observed while implementing an air deck in the blast holes. As can be seen in Figure 15, the sketch 

with a blue boundary shows air-deck blasting with an appropriate muck pile profile, but the green 

boundary shows a dispersed muck pile, which is the result of normal blasting.  

 

Figure 15. Muck pile profile for air-deck (blue) and normal blasting (green). 

6.6. Economical aspects 

The economical aspects should be considered in any commercial activity. In this study, an 

attempt was made to demonstrate the technical effectiveness of air-deck blasting; accordingly, the 
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economic benefits of this technique can be proven. Cost savings related to air deck utilization can be 

divided into two parts, i.e., direct and indirect costs.  The former includes the amount of drilled blast 

holes and charged explosives, whereas the latter includes savings related to productivity 

improvement of the downstream operations, including loading and haulage.  In this section, only 

direct cost savings of the Chah-Gaz mine are presented. It is noted that the costs are expressed in the 

US dollar. Considering that the cost reduction related to drilling and blasting, which was calculated 

at around USD 30,000/=, and the cost related to providing the air deck assemblage, i.e., USD 

10,000/=, then the difference of USD 20,000/= would be the cost savings associated with utilizing 

the air deck technique. 

7. Conclusions 

Based on the presented materials, the overall conclusion that can be drawn from this study is 

that the use of air decking, in addition to the reduction of costs, leads to optimized use of the 

explosive energy; and, it reduces the loss of explosive energy via unfavorable phenomena, such as 

retardation, rock-throwing and earth vibration. The following are the merits of air deck application:  

• Reduction in explosive consumption; 

• A decrease in the length of the drilled blast holes by inserting an air deck (1 m) and omitting 

sub-drilling (1 m) due to the use of a bottom air deck; of course, only for the Chah-Gaz mine; 

• Resolving blasting operation-related unwanted phenomena, including the back break, air blast, 

toe-related problems, ground vibration and flyrock; 

• Improvement of rock fragmentation; 

• Increased loading and haulage operation by the creation of an appropriate muck pile profile. 
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